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Dear Vanderbilt Faculty,
Winter is a time for continuity and reflection. In the spirit of
reflection, thank you to those faculty who responded to our
newsletter survey. We appreciate your input and will
respond with action this spring. If you have not already
done so, I invite you to fill out our survey on how the
libraries can best communicate our offerings. It should
take you just one to two minutes and your responses are
anonymous. Thank you for providing us feedback! We
remain invested in your intellectual priorities, pursuits, and
inquiries.
With care,

librarybulletin
2-minute faculty survey

Hilary A. Craiglow
Acting University Librarian

LIBRARY SERVICES
The libraries are here to help! We offer a wide range of faculty services to support your
research and teaching. Your librarian can help identify data and primary and secondary
information sources for your classes and research. For your course, we partner with you
through our student instruction program and are available for one-on-one consultation.

Cambridge University Press Agreement
As of January 2021, Vanderbilt libraries has supported the
open access (OA) publishing efforts by waiving fees for 22
Vanderbilt University authors publishing in eligible
Cambridge OA journals. This has been possible through a
transformative agreement with Cambridge University
Press (CUP) and Vanderbilt University.
We are particularly excited by this opportunity as OA journals have been proven to expand
access to research for scholars around the world, enhancing both discoverability and citation
counts. However, many OA journals require author-side fees, typically called article processing
charges (APCs), which prove to be a barrier to many authors. The APC savings across
campus in 2021 totaled over $70,000.
To qualify for a waiver of the Open Access APC, one must be a corresponding author and
submit their work to an eligible Cambridge journal using their Vanderbilt or VUMC email. If your
article is accepted for publication, you will receive an acceptance email. For those accepted in a
journal with an OA option, we encourage you to select Gold Open Access as the preferred
access type. After the publishing agreement is completed, the corresponding author will receive
an email from Rightslink requesting payment. Follow the instructions received from Rightslink
and under funding options, select the option to accept institution funding. No actual fee will be
due when the transaction is completed. Additional details are available here. If you still have
questions, please consult your subject librarian.

Learn to Use Technologies for Research and
Teaching at the Digital Commons
Interested in seeing what digital tools your faculty
colleagues are using in their research and teaching?
Ready to roll up your sleeves and learn to use a particular
digital technology? Have a question about digital tools for
research or teaching, but aren’t sure where to get assistance? The Digital Commons is a new
faculty development initiative from the Vanderbilt libraries that offers a variety of services for
faculty interested in developing their digital skills.
The Digital Commons hosts a number of workshops and panels open to faculty, staff, and
students. Past topics have included professional productivity tools for email and calendar
management, strategies for enhancing one’s digital presence through social media and
podcasting, new directions in digital scholarship such as text analysis and virtual reality, and
digital pedagogy approaches including teaching with Wikipedia and digital media. Upcoming
events are listed on the Digital Commons website.
The website also features on-demand resources from past events, as well as details about the
Digital Commons labs, the Digital Media Lab and the Digital Imaging Lab, where faculty can
access and learn to use hardware and software for digital scholarship and pedagogy. Visit the
Digital Commons website or email us for more information.

DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP
Software Carpentries
In coordination with the Office of the Vice Provost for
Research, Research IT Services, Data Science Institute,
and ACCRE, the DiSC office is co-sponsoring Software
Carpentries on March 10 and 11. The Carpentries are
designed to teach faculty and students introductory research computing skills, reproducible
research, and data visualization and analysis. The full-day events are hands-on in nature, as
students follow live-coding exercises that progressively build.
The March 10 and 11 Carpentries will focus on introductory R and R Studio, followed by
Geographic Information Systems with R/RStudio. Registration is free, and attendees should
plan to be present for the entire workshop as the content builds on itself. Additional information
and registration are available here.

New Horizons in Digital Social Science
Research
On February 22, the DiSC Office will host Dr. Trena
Paulus to deliver a lecture and workshop focused on
qualitative research methods in the social sciences. Dr.
Paulus joins us from East Tennessee State University,
where she serves as professor in the Applied Social Research Lab and as director of
Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities. Dr. Paulus is also co-author of Doing
Qualitative Research in a Digital World (Sage, 2021), Looking for Insight, Transformation and
Learning in Online Talk (Routledge, 2019), and Digital Tools for Qualitative Research (Sage,
2014).
The event will consist of a workshop on available packages for doing qualitative research,
selecting the best package for your needs, and an exploration of software as the foundation for
a comprehensive research workflow. Subsequently, Dr. Paulus will deliver a lecture, leading the
audience in a critical appraisal of the role that digital tools and spaces play across the qualitative
research process. Additional information and registration for both the workshop and lecture are
available here.
This event is the first in a three-part series exploring research methods in the social sciences.

DiSC Lessons and Workshops
The DiSC office is offering a new slate of lessons and
workshops this semester. Events, held in both in-person
and online formats, include sessions on introductory and
intermediate GIS technologies and techniques;
introductions to GitHub, Network Analysis, and Wikidata;
and beginner and intermediate lessons in Python and R. Information and registration is on the
DiSC website.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
New Literature Review Tool: Covidence
Covidence is a web-based tool designed by researchers
familiar with the systematic review process to make
conducting reviews more efficient. It will help you with
title/abstract screening, full-text screening, data
abstraction, and quality assessment. It is geared towards
those conducting a systematic review, meta-analysis, or clinical guideline, and is great for
collaborative work. Covidence works seamlessly with your favorite reference managers like
EndNote, Zotero, or Mendeley along with allowing bulk PDF importing, and it allows for
customizable extraction forms and easy population of your risk of bias tables.
Covidence offers monthly training webinars (registration required). The libraries will also be
offering training sessions in the coming months. Check out the Getting Started with Covidence
page to explore the various features.
Information and instructions on joining Vanderbilt’s Covidence institutional license.

COLLECTIONS & ACQUISITIONS
Skyscaper Gothic Exhibition
Co-curated by Kevin D. Murphy, Andrew W. Mellon Chair
in the Humanities, professor and chair of the department
of History of Art and Architecture, and Lisa Reilly,
Commonwealth Professor of Architectural History, School
of Architecture, University of Virginia, Skyscraper Gothic
presents an interdisciplinary interpretation of an important,
but overlooked, phase in the stylistic development of the tall office building. Among the most
beloved examples of American architecture, skyscrapers such as the Woolworth (1913),
Chicago Tribune (1925), Radiator (1924) and Empire State (1931) buildings sparked a wave of
objects and images that exploited their forms to announce the advent of a modern American
style in the early twentieth century. Vanderbilt University Fine Arts Gallery, February–May 2022.

New Acquisitions in Distinctive Collections
Webinar
Join our curators on March 25, Noon–1:00 p.m., to take a
peek at some of the new materials coming into the
libraries and explore collections that are newly processed
and accessible. Items range from Cass Gilbert’s drawings of the Woolworth Building and
Jeffrey Gibson’s A Time for Change to manuscripts and artifacts from the late jazz
instrumentalist and composer Yusef Lateef, acquired through Vanderbilt’s collaboration with the
National Museum of African American Music. Please register here to attend webinar.

Distinctive Collections
Yusef Lateef Papers
This collection, purchased through the NMAAM-Vanderbilt University Collections Initiative,
includes handwritten original manuscripts and scores (1960s-2010s), original recordings
(1970s-2000s), musical notations, graphics and drawings, correspondence–includong letters
from President Obama, Sonny Rawlings, Archie Moore, and the King of Morocco, photographs
with musicians such as Roberta Flack, book proofs, ephemera, notes from his autobiography
The Gentle Giant, contracts, event materials, course syllabi, instruments, and books written or
collected by Lateef. Material may be viewed by appointment in the Special Collections reading
room in Central Library. (Music)
Margaret Layne Scrapbook/Title IX
Margaret (Peggy) Layne entered Vanderbilt in the fall of 1976 to pursue a degree in
environmental engineering, but found few opportunities for women to be active in sports. By
early 1977, Layne helped form the Title IX in Tennessee (TNT) committee to push Vanderbilt
into a conversation about the application of the law. The group drew up a list of actions the
university needed to take to be in compliance and suggested priorities. Through legal
representation, the committee filed a complaint to the Health, Education and Welfare
Department of the US Government and soon after Vanderbilt began addressing the demands
listed by TNT and by December of that year was deemed in compliance. Layne’s scrapbook,
which includes letters, news clippings, documents and the first Title IX Report of the university,
is invaluable in our understanding of the actions taken by students to lay claim to the same
rights afforded to generations of male students at Vanderbilt.
Lamar Alexander Papers
The pre-Senate papers of retired U.S. Senator and Governor Lamar Alexander have been fully
opened for research. One such item is a photograph of Alexander in front of the U.S. Capitol
Building in 1968. At that time, he was working as a legislative assistant for U.S. Senator
Howard Baker of Tennessee. 34 years later, he would be elected as a senator himself and
return to Washington. Two project archivists are currently processing the Alexander papers and
will soon finish adding them to his pre-Senate materials. (Politics)
Skyscraper Gothic
Recent Fine Arts Gallery acquisitions include original drawings of the Woolworth building by the
office of architect Cass Gilbert, Leon Louis Dolice’s pastel New York Street Scene (1930),
Jacob Vanderbilt’s painting View of the Woolworth building in Winter through the Arch of the
Municipal Building (1913) and Joseph Pennell’s etching, The Woolworth through the Arch
(1921). Childe Hassam’s monumental painting The Skyscraper Window (1934) speaks to how
material objects shape our lives as well as our perceptions of the modern age. (Art,
Architecture)
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Faculty may submit purchase requests.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Embedded Librarians
Do you have a research specialist embedded in
your class? Embedding a subject librarian in
Brightspace provides consistent and
personalized research assistance for your
students. Librarians can be added as partners in
curricular and assignment development, in
assessment of student learning, to provide on-site office hours, and more.
View the complete list of Library Custom Teaching Services.

Thank you for reading our newsletter. We hope you find this information useful.
Please send comments, questions and suggestions to ace@vanderbilt.edu.
View this email online or opt out of further mailings by using the Opt out link below.
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